Direct Supervisor Safety Coaching

You Cannot Automate Excellence

By Art Liggio

Big data for fleets is here: motor vehicle records, telematics, crash data, video tracking, electronic logs and more. As a result, fleet management and safety professionals have access to a wide and deep expanse of information that measures drivers’ activities behind the wheel. Many of these data are formulated with risk severity intelligence built in so that fleet operators can identify at-risk drivers in a timely manner. When these multiple data sources are incorporated into a risk-level profiling mechanism, fleet operators are provided with valuable, actionable analysis.

Armed with this analysis, many firms attempt to automate the intervention process so they can readily remediate drivers with unacceptable risk levels. These automated interventions can range from pushing out an online alert to the driver about an infraction, such as speeding or hard braking, to automatically assigning online training related to an infraction.

Data-Driven, Command-&-Control Policy Enforcement Falls Short

In many ways, an automated process provides initial and short-term results, as long as the driver is aware that s/he is being monitored, in this case by technology. As the Hawthorne experiments in the 1920s showed, workers often modify their behavior and increase productivity in response to their awareness of being observed (Harford, 2013; Landsberger, 1958). Many subsequent studies found that the novelty of increased attention produces only temporary behavioral changes. For fleet operators, this is a cautionary tale that relying only on automated monitoring interventions will not likely lead to meaningful and sustainable results.

A command-and-control approach sees drivers as a problem to be controlled rather than as contributors to the solution. The premise is that drivers are the cause of incidents because they do not follow the rules. Over time, as safety procedures seek to control driver behavior and command change, performance will peak at a point where drivers begrudgingly achieve a level of compliance. Despite the short-lived results, some fleet operators use a policy enforcement strategy that depends on automation to manage safety programs: Feed the business rules into the system, flip the switch, pull in driver data and let the system follow up with drivers.

Flip the Automation Switch, But Plug People In, Too

Technology has a role to play. Ideally, however, it should be a starting point in an organization’s driver safety initiative, not the end point. To provide balance and deploy an end-to-end solution, safety administrators should adopt a people-centric focus as well. In this model, the organization engages all involved parties in a continuous communication process whereby individuals collaborate on shared goals to collectively and willingly contribute to increased performance levels.

Leveraging technology to support a people-centric approach can deliver exceptional results.

Leveraging big data and technology to support a people-centric approach can deliver exceptional results and nurture a culture of safety. So, turn the automation switch on, but plug in additional policies and procedures that engage people and vest them in superior results. A highly effective method is for immediate supervisors to take a central role in this process. Engaging the driver and supervisor in a safety partnership is an effective catalyst to personalize safety.

Using Direct Supervisor Safety Coaching

Direct supervisor safety coaching is designed to remove communication barriers between a supervisor and driver regarding safety issues that directly put that driver at risk. Building on the fleet’s safety policy action plan, this method encourages personal integrity. It helps drivers become cognizant of behind-the-wheel decisions, draw objective conclusions about their performance and thereby achieve the self-awareness necessary to make positive, discernible changes in the way they operate a vehicle.

To be effective, this process must be simple enough for nonsafety personnel to implement, involve minimal time commitments and, along with results, provide a sense of personal accomplishment for all involved.

As the coaching process begins, the supervisor must be mindful that an employee may enter the session feeling stressed and wondering: “Why am I here?” “What have I done wrong?” “Is my position at risk?” So, before the process begins, the supervisor should explain that the company is concerned that all drivers arrive at their destinations safely; that the purpose of the meeting is to review current driving history to ensure that the information is accurate; and that the goal is to identify, together, opportunities for improvement. The supervisor must be nonjudgmental, help the driver build self-esteem, seek involvement, and facilitate communication by asking open-ended questions and listening empathetically, then confirm understanding of the driver’s responses.

This coaching method will take the supervisor and the driver through a four-step process.

Step 1: Observe

To start, the supervisor should present the details under review and confirm with the driver that the information is accurate. Then, in a nonjudgmental manner, the supervisor should ask the driver to discuss what led to the incident(s) without feeling the need to edit the details.

For example, a driver receives a ticket for failing to observe a stop sign. As the driver explains the situation, the supervisor may learn that the driver slowed but did not stop before proceeding or simply did not see the sign. Recognizing these variations can offer important insight for use during the next step.

Using this feedback, the supervisor can help the driver understand whether s/he has a poor attitude toward traffic controls or perhaps suffers from distracted driving. Before proceeding, the supervisor should repeat the driver’s key points to confirm understanding.
The four-step coaching method is now complete. A people-centric model can help an organization reach higher levels of safety performance. The fact that management demonstrates a genuine interest in employees’ safety and commits time to the process will potentiate the results from a data-driven safety program. Turn on the data switch, then engage people for the brightest outcome.
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